The human locus coeruleus complex: an immunohistochemical and three dimensional reconstruction study.
The CA (catecholamine/catecholaminergic) cell populations of the locus coeruleus (LC) and subcoeruleus (SubC) were studied using serial sections of the human brainstem immunostained with an antibody against tyrosine hydroxylase. The tyrosine hydroxylase-immunoreactive (TH-IR) neurons were plotted in a computer reconstruction system and their number and soma size determined. Serial section computer analysis was then used to create a three dimensional reconstruction of the LC complex. The number of cells containing neuromelanin pigment was also determined and compared with the number of TH-IR cells. In our sample there were 53,900 TH-IR cells in the LC and a further 6260 cells in the SubC. These numbers were very similar to our estimates of the number of cells containing neuromelanin pigment and we concluded that virtually all of these cells were also tyrosine hydroxylase positive. The average soma size of the TH-IR cells of the LC was 37 microns and in the SubC 34 microns. In addition to these quantitative observations the morphology of the TH-IR and the Nissl stained cells is described in some detail. We also compared the groups of immunoreactive cells in the human pons with the noradrenergic groups A5-A7 described in the rat. Although in the human these groups are contiguous, A5 is not part of the LC complex. However we did find that the A7 group is equivalent to the rostroventral part of SubC while the remainder of SubC is formed by ventral A6.